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NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC 
CALMING TOOLBOX

The types of traffic calming issues that are addressed in this toolbox are: 
• Traffic Enforcement and Education 
• Speed and Volume 
• Pedestrian Safety
• Bicycle Safety

The application of all facilities listed in this document is subject to federal, state, county, and local standards, policies, and 
guidelines. 
 

Traffic Enforcement and Education
• Traffic enforcement is provided by the City of Fort Lauderdale Police Department’s Traffic Enforcement Unit. Enforcement 

requests will be completed based on current staffing and workload. Traffic related requests should be sent to                
transportation@fortlauderdale.gov for consideration. 

• If traffic safety education classes are requested or recommended to address issues related to driver, pedestrian or bicycle 
behavior, they will be offered within (8) weeks of the request. However, this is dependent upon coordination with the interested 
neighborhood or school representatives.
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* Costs:  $ = $0 - $5,000 ; $$ = $5,001 - $25,000 ;  $$$ = $25,001 - $50,000 ; $$$$ = $50,001+  
** Roadway classifications can be found on the Broward County Road Jurisdiction map at: https://bcgis.broward.org/BC_Maps/

ENFORCEMENT RADAR SPEED SIGN RADAR SPEED 
TRAILER

VARIABLE MESSAGE 
SIGN (VSM)

DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

COST*

THRESHOLD**

TRAFFIC 
ENFORCEMENT 
AND EDUCATION 

Police officers on site to witness issue 
and write citations as needed. 

Immediate correction of violations.

$ 
(labor only)

All roadway classifications.

Short-term solution. Limited availability 
of officers.

Radar speed signs indicate to drivers the 
speed limit and the speed at which they 

are traveling. If speeding occurs, the sign 
will flash at the driver to draw attention. 

Battery and solar powered options 
available. Relatively short implementation 
turnaround. Increased driver awareness 

of speed.

$$

All roadway classifications.

Drivers may not obey without 
enforcement. Effectiveness lessens with 

time.

Radar speed trailers are deployed by the 
Police Department to indicate to drivers 
the speed limit and the speed at which 

they are traveling. 

Increased driver awareness of speed. 
Trailer can be easily moved to another 

location if needed.

$$

All roadway classifications.

Short term, temporary solution.

VMS can be used to slow traffic by 
displaying a personalized message and 

encourage safe driving behaviors.

Increased awareness of surroundings
Message can be changed if effectiveness 

lessens. Sign can be easily moved to 
another location if needed.

$ 
(labor only)

All roadway classifications.

Drivers may not pay attention or obey  
without enforcement.
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SPEED 
AND 
VOLUME

CHICANE

Roadway treatment that creates 
shifting deviations in the street by the 
implementation of curb extensions or 

islands. 

Traffic calming effects on roadway. 
Increased potential for landscaping and 

drainage. 

No separation between bicycle and 
vehicular traffic. Increased maintenance 

costs if landscape is added.

$$$

Local streets. Posted speed limit of 
35 mph or lower. Between 450 – 3,500 

vehicles per day.

Impacted Street
HOA

CHOKER / PINCH POINT

Mid-block narrowing of roadway that 
requires drivers to slow down or yield to 

each other to maneuver through the area.

Traffic calming effects on roadway. 
Potential for a mid-block crossing.  

Opportunity for landscaping and drainage 
improvements.

If landscaping is added, increased 
maintenance. Potential loss of on-street 

parking. Potential impact on roadway 
drainage.

$$$

Local streets. Posted speed limit of 
35 mph or lower. Between 450 – 3,500 

vehicles per day.

Impacted Street
HOA

COLORED PAVEMENT

Painted or stamped pavement signaling a 
pedestrian priority. Crosswalks, intersections, 

and excess pavement areas are appropriate for 
this treatment. 

Creates a unique identifier in the 
community. Art in public places. 

Community can be engaged in the 
artwork/pattern design.

Stamped pavement may create noise. 
Increased maintenance costs to keep 

colors vibrant.

$$-$$$ 
(varies on size and treatment)

All roadway classifications.

HOA

MEDIAN ISLANDS

 Raised island most commonly used to 
separate opposing directions of traffic. 

Also used for access management.

Reduced cut-through traffic. Opportunity 
for landscaping and drainage 

improvements.

Potential to restrict access to streets
If landscaping is added, increased 
maintenance. Potential impact on 

roadway drainage.

$$

All roadway classifications. Posted speed 
limit of 35 mph or lower. Greater than 450 

vehicles per day.

Impacted Street
HOA

DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

COST*

THRESHOLD**
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TRAFFIC 
CALMING 
TOOLBOX

PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
& SIGNAGE

Pavement surface treatments or 
roadway signage intended to visually 
signal to drivers to be alert or to slow 

down.

Increased awareness of surroundings.

Drivers may not obey without 
enforcement. Effectiveness lessens 

with time.

$ 
(varies on length)

All roadway classifications

HOA 

DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

COST*

THRESHOLD**

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

RAISED CROSSING

A raised area in the roadway for 
pedestrians crossing.

Traffic calming effects. Improved 
visibility of pedestrian crossing.

May impact existing roadway 
drainage.

$$

Local streets. Posted speed limit of 
35 mph or lower. Greater than 450 

vehicles per day.

HOA

RAISED 
INTERSECTION

Raised area for an entire intersection 
used to reduced vehicle traffic speeds 

and create additional awareness of 
pedestrians at the intersection.

Traffic calming effects. Self 
enforcing. Improves visibility of 

pedestrian crossing areas

May impact existing roadway 
drainage.

$$$$

Local streets. Posted speed limit of 
35 mph or lower. Greater than 450 

vehicles per day.

HOA

ROUNDABOUT

Type of circular intersection or 
junction in which traffic flows almost 
continuously in one direction around 

a central island.

Reduced speeds. Reduced severity 
and number of collisions. Simplifies 

flow of traffic. Opportunity for 
landscaping and increased drainage. 

May restrict turning movements 
of larger vehicles. Large footprint 

may not fit within existing roadway. 
Increased maintenance costs if 

landscaping is added.

$$$$

All roadway classifications. Posted 
speed limit of 35 mph or lower. 

Greater than 450 vehicles per day.

HOA

RUMBLE STRIPS

Pavement surface treatments 
intended to cause drivers to 

experience vehicular vibrations 
signaling drivers to slow down.

Effective at reducing speeds

Vibration noise created may be 
inappropriate in residential areas.

$

All roadway classifications

HOA
Neighbors within 100’ of project
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PEDESTRIAN 
FACILITY 
TOOLBOX

BULB-OUT

A bulb-out or curb extension visually 
or physically narrows the roadway 

creating shorter and safer crossings 
for pedestrians. 

Narrows street width at intersection. 
Traffic calming effects.

May impact on-street parking. May 
impact existing roadway drainage.

$$$

All road classifications.

HOA

DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

COST*

THRESHOLD**

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

CROSSWALK 
(intersection)

A designated space for pedestrians 
to cross the road at an intersection. 
It highlights the designated place for 

pedestrians to cross. 

Provides designated location for 
pedestrians to cross. Increased driver 

awareness. 

May not be visible depending on the 
type.

$$

All roadway classifications.

HOA

MID-BLOCK 
CROSSWALK (base)

Designated space for pedestrians to 
cross the street at locations where 

the nearest signalized intersection is 
too far to walk to. 

May include a pedestrian refuge 
island.

May impact existing roadway 
drainage. 

$$

All roadway classifications that meet 
or exceed FDOT criteria and MUTCD 

warrants.

HOA

MID-BLOCK 
CROSSWALK WITH RRFB

Provides greater visibility of 
pedestrians at a mid-block crossing 

location by using a Rectangular Rapid 
Flashing Beacon (RRFB) in combination 

with pedestrian warning signs. 

May include a pedestrian refuge 
island.  Increases driver awareness 

due to high visibility strobe-like warning 
when crossing button is pressed by 

pedestrian.

Flashing lights may be bothersome to 
nearby homes.

$$

All roadway classifications that meet 
or exceed FDOT criteria and MUTCD 

warrants.

HOA
Neighbors within 100’ of project

PEDESTRIAN REFUGE 
ISLAND

Protected spaces placed in the center 
of the street to facilitate pedestrian 

crossings. 

Creates a shorter distance for the 
pedestrian to travel at once.

May impact on-street parking.

$$

All roadway classifications with a 
minimum of three lanes of traffic. 

Should have a width of 6’ or greater.

Impacted Street
HOA
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BICYCLE 
FACILITY 
TOOLBOX

DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

COST*

THRESHOLD**

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

BICYCLE BOULEVARD

Low volume, low speed local 
streets where bicyclists are given 
priority. Traffic striping, signage 
and traffic diverters may be used 

to create safer place for bicyclists.

Discourages through automobile 
movements using traffic diverters 

and other traffic calming 
mechanisms.

Only for use on roadways with a 
low-traffic volume.

$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

Local streets. Posted speed limit 
of 25 mph or lower. Less than 

1,500 vehicles per day.

HOA

BICYCLE LANE

Dedicated lanes for bicycles 
adjacent to vehicular travel lanes. 

Bike lanes are typically on the 
right side of the street.

Improved visibility by providing 
dedicated space for bicycle traffic.

No vertical separation provided 
allowing cars to easily encroach 

into bicycle lane. Potential conflict 
points with right turning traffic.

$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

All roadway classifications except 
for local streets. Width should be 

a minimum of 5’.

HOA

BUFFERED BIKE LANE

Bicycle lanes separated from the 
travel lane using a 2’ or greater 

buffer.

Increased separation between 
moving vehicles and cyclists. 
Improved safety for cyclists.

No vertical separation provided 
allowing cars to easily encroach 

into bicycle lane. Potential conflict 
points with right turning traffic.

$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

All roadway classifications except 
for local streets.

HOA

BIKE BOXES

Designated area at the front of 
intersection providing bicyclists 
a more visible way to advance in 
front of queuing traffic during red 

signal phase.

Increases visibility of bicyclists. 
Facilitates bicyclist left turn 

positioning at intersections. Helps 
prevent ‘right-hook’ conflicts with 

turning motorists. 

Lack of driver awareness and 
education.

$

Roadway classifications of minor 
collector and above.

HOA 

ADVISORY BIKE LANE

Used where the width of a two-way 
street is too narrow for a standard 
bicycle lane. Most appropriate on 
streets with low traffic volumes.

Provides dedicated space for 
bicyclists as the center lane 
is dedicated to, and shared 

by, motorists traveling in both 
directions.

No vertical separation provided 
allowing cars to easily encroach 

into bicycle lane. Potential conflict 
points with right turning traffic. 
Lack of driver awareness and 

education. 

$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

Local streets. Posted speed limit 
of 25 mph or lower. Less than 

5,000 vehicles per day.

Impacted Street
HOA
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SEPARATED BIKE LANE
(cycle track)

Bicycle lanes separated from the 
travel lane using vertical elements, 

such as parked cars, bollards, 
flexible delineators, potted plants, 

etc. 

Vertical separation from moving 
vehicles. Improved comfort 
for cyclists due to increased 

separation.

Requires more space than 
a traditional bike lane. May 

experience sightline issues if 
bi-directional.

$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

All roadway classifications except 
for local streets. May include bi-

directional bicycle traffic.

Impacted Street
HOA

BICYCLE 
FACILITY 
TOOLBOX

DESCRIPTION

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

COST*

THRESHOLD**

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT

 TRAIL
(shared-use path)

Physically separated space 
outside roadway that permits 
bicycle and pedestrian use.

Physically separated from motor 
vehicular traffic with an open 

space or barrier. Provides most 
comfort and safety for bicyclist 

and pedestrians.

High cost of implementation 
related to right of way acquisition 

and maintenance.

$$$$
(varies on length of project)

Right-of-way acquisition may be 
required.

HOA

CONTRAFLOW 
BIKE LANE

Provides bicyclists dedicated 
space to ride by converting one-
way traffic into two-way street: 
one lane for motorists and one 

lane for bicyclists.

Provides increased connectivity 
and safer solution to wrong-way 

riding by dedicating space to 
ride in the opposite direction of 

motorized traffic.

Introduces additional conflict 
points as motorists may not 

expect on-coming bicyclists at 
intersections. 

$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

Roadway classifications of 
collector and lower.

Impacted Street
HOA

SHARROWS
(shared lane markings)

Road markings used to indicate 
a shared lane environment for 

bicycles and automobiles.

Improves cyclists positioning in 
the roadway. Informs motorists of 

presence of bicyclists.

Does not provide dedicated space 
for bicyclists in roadway. Lack of 

driver awareness and education on 
meaning and purpose of facility.

$$ - $$$
(varies on length of project)

    Local streets. Posted speed 
limit of 25 mph or lower. Less than 

3,000 vehicles per day.

HOA

SIDEPATH

 Path marked for bicycle use that 
is adjacent to a roadway with a 

small or no buffer.

Increased separation between 
bicyclists and motorists.

High cost of implementation 
related to right-of-way acquisition 

and maintenance. May require 
additional improvements at 

intersections for increased safety.

$$$ - $$$$
(varies on length of project)

Right-of-way acquisition may be 
required.

Impacted Street
HOA


